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Now an HBO limited series starring Ben Mendelsohn!? Evil has many faces…maybe
even yours in this #1 New York Times bestseller from master storyteller Stephen King.
An eleven-year-old boy’s violated corpse is discovered in a town park. Eyewitnesses
and fingerprints point unmistakably to one of Flint City’s most popular citizens—Terry
Maitland, Little League coach, English teacher, husband, and father of two girls.
Detective Ralph Anderson, whose son Maitland once coached, orders a quick and very
public arrest. Maitland has an alibi, but Anderson and the district attorney soon have
DNA evidence to go with the fingerprints and witnesses. Their case seems ironclad. As
the investigation expands and horrifying details begin to emerge, King’s story kicks into
high gear, generating strong tension and almost unbearable suspense. Terry Maitland
seems like a nice guy, but is he wearing another face? When the answer comes, it will
shock you as only Stephen King can.
The #1 New York Times bestseller, Cujo “hits the jugular” (The New York Times) with
the story of a friendly Saint Bernard that is bitten by a bat. Get ready to meet the most
hideous menace ever to terrorize the town of Castle Rock, Maine. Outside a peaceful
town in central Maine, a monster is waiting. Cujo is a two-hundred-pound Saint
Bernard, the best friend Brett Camber has ever had. One day, Cujo chases a rabbit into
a cave inhabited by sick bats and emerges as something new altogether. Meanwhile,
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Vic and Donna Trenton, and their young son Tad, move to Maine. They are seeking
peace and quiet, but life in this small town is not what it seems. As Tad tries to fend off
the terror that comes to him at night from his bedroom closet, and as Vic and Donna
face their own nightmare of a marriage on the rocks, there is no way they can know that
a monster, infinitely sinister, waits in the daylight. What happens to Cujo, how he
becomes a horrifying vortex inescapably drawing in all the people around him, makes
for one of the most heart-stopping novels Stephen King has ever written. “A genuine
page-turner that grabs you and holds you and won’t let go” (Chattanooga Times), Cujo
will forever change how you view man’s best friend.
A desperate man attempts to win a reality TV game where the only objective is to stay
alive in this #1 national bestseller from Stephen King, writing as Richard Bachman. It
was the ultimate death game in a nightmare future America. The year is 2025 and
reality TV has grown to the point where people are willing to wager their lives for a
chance at a billion-dollar jackpot. Ben Richards is desperate—he needs money to treat
his daughter’s illness. His last chance is entering a game show called The Running
Man where the goal is to avoid capture by Hunters who are employed to kill him.
Surviving this month-long chase is another issue when everyone else on the planet is
watching—and willing to turn him in for the reward. With an introduction by Stephen King
on “The Importance of Being Bachman.”
#1 New York Times bestselling author Stephen King’s novella The Sun Dog, published
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in his award-winning 1990 story collection Four Past Midnight, now available for the first
time as a standalone publication. The dog is loose again. It is not sleeping. It is not lazy.
It’s coming for you. Kevin Delavan wants only one thing for his fifteenth birthday: a
Polaroid Sun 660. There’s something wrong with his gift, though. No matter where
Kevin Delevan aims the camera, it produces a photograph of an enormous, vicious dog.
In each successive picture, the menacing creature draws nearer to the flat surface of
the Polaroid film as if it intends to break through. When old Pop Merrill, the town’s
sharpest trader, gets wind of this phenomenon, he envisions a way to profit from it. But
the Sun Dog, a beast that shouldn’t exist at all, turns out to be a very dangerous
investment.
It: Chapter Two—now a major motion picture! Stephen King’s terrifying, classic #1 New
York Times bestseller, “a landmark in American literature” (Chicago Sun-Times)—about
seven adults who return to their hometown to confront a nightmare they had first
stumbled on as teenagers…an evil without a name: It. Welcome to Derry, Maine. It’s a
small city, a place as hauntingly familiar as your own hometown. Only in Derry the
haunting is real. They were seven teenagers when they first stumbled upon the horror.
Now they are grown-up men and women who have gone out into the big world to gain
success and happiness. But the promise they made twenty-eight years ago calls them
reunite in the same place where, as teenagers, they battled an evil creature that preyed
on the city’s children. Now, children are being murdered again and their repressed
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memories of that terrifying summer return as they prepare to once again battle the
monster lurking in Derry’s sewers. Readers of Stephen King know that Derry, Maine, is
a place with a deep, dark hold on the author. It reappears in many of his books,
including Bag of Bones, Hearts in Atlantis, and 11/22/63. But it all starts with It.
“Stephen King’s most mature work” (St. Petersburg Times), “It will overwhelm you…to
be read in a well-lit room only” (Los Angeles Times).
***Netflix ????? *** ????????1?1300??????Netflix???????! ??????????????????????
???????????????????????? ??????????????????? ????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????No.1?????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????38?????? ??????? ??????????????……
???????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????
"A ... suspenseful closing volume--Brady Hartsfield, the Mercedes killer, ... returns to
diabolically drive his victims to suicide in this last, ... installment starring the ever more
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winning Bill Hodges and Holly Gibney"-A family moves into a beautiful old home in rural Maine, not realizing the horror that
awaits them from the pet cemetery and Indian burial ground behind the house.
Originally published: New York: Viking, 1987.
Master storyteller Stephen King (writing as Richard Bachman) presents this gripping
and remarkable New York Times bestselling crime novel about a damaged young man
who embarks on an ill-advised kidnapping plot—a work as taut and riveting as anything
he has ever written. Once upon a time, a fellow named Richard Bachman wrote Blaze
on an Olivetti typewriter, then turned the machine over to Stephen King, who used it to
write Carrie. Bachman died in 1985 (“cancer of the pseudonym”), but this last gripping
Bachman novel resurfaced after being hidden away for decades—an unforgettable crime
story tinged with sadness and suspense. Clayton Blaisdell, Jr., was always a small-time
delinquent. None too bright either, thanks to the beatings he got as a kid. Then Blaze
met George Rackley, a seasoned pro with a hundred cons and one big idea. The
kidnapping should go off without a hitch, with George as the brains behind their
dangerous scheme. But there's only one problem: by the time the deal goes down,
Blaze's partner in crime is dead. Or is he?
Masterfully told and as suspenseful as it is haunting, The Green Mile is Stephen King’s
classic #1 New York Times bestselling dramatic serial novel and inspiration for the
Oscar-nominated film starring Tom Hanks. Welcome to Cold Mountain Penitentiary,
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home to the Depression-worn men of E Block. Convicted killers all, each awaits his turn
to walk “the Green Mile,” the lime-colored linoleum corridor leading to a final meeting
with Old Sparky, Cold Mountain’s electric chair. Prison guard Paul Edgecombe has
seen his share of oddities over the years working the Mile, but he’s never seen
anything like John Coffey—a man with the body of a giant and the mind of a child,
condemned for a crime terrifying in its violence and shocking in its depravity. And in this
place of ultimate retribution, Edgecombe is about to discover the terrible, wondrous
truth about John Coffey—a truth that will challenge his most cherished beliefs…
Though often disparaged by literary critics, Stephen King's work has influenced a
generation of horror and science fiction writers. Acting as a study guide, this book
features the important critical interpretations of the horror master's work.
??????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????? ?????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
Who could forget this chilling movie adaptation of Stephen King
Provides a critical look at King's earlier works
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Originally published: New York: New American Library, 1981.
The authors tell the highest of high-stakes stories: what might happen if women
disappeared from the world of men?
From international bestseller Stephen King, a high-concept, ingenious and terrifying
story about the mayhem unleashed when a pulse from a mysterious source transforms
all cell phone users into homicidal maniacs. There’s a reason cell rhymes with hell. On
October 1, God is in His heaven, the stock market stands at 10,140, most of the planes
are on time, and Clayton Riddell, an artist from Maine, is almost bouncing up Boylston
Street in Boston. He’s just landed a comic book deal that might finally enable him to
support his family by making art instead of teaching it. He’s already picked up a small
(but expensive!) gift for his long-suffering wife, and he knows just what he’ll get for his
boy Johnny. Why not a little treat for himself? Clay’s feeling good about the future. That
changes in a hurry. The cause of the devastation is a phenomenon that will come to be
known as The Pulse, and the delivery method is a cell phone. Everyone’s cell phone.
Clay and the few desperate survivors who join him suddenly find themselves in the
pitch-black night of civilization’s darkest age, surrounded by chaos, carnage, and a
human horde that has been reduced to its basest nature...and then begins to evolve.
There’s really no escaping this nightmare. But for Clay, an arrow points home to
Maine, and as he and his fellow refugees make their harrowing journey north they begin
to see crude signs confirming their direction. A promise, perhaps. Or a threat... There
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are 193 million cell phones in the United States alone. Who doesn’t have one?
Stephen King’s utterly gripping, gory, and fascinating novel doesn’t just ask the
question “Can you hear me now?” It answers it with a vengeance.
"The four never-before-published novellas in this collection represent horror master
King at his finest, using the weird and uncanny to riff on mortality, the price of creativity,
and the unpredictable consequences of material attachments. A teenager discovers
that a dead friend's cell phone, which was buried with the body, still communicates from
beyond the grave ... A series of apocalyptic incidents [bears] out one character's claim
that 'when a man or a woman dies, a whole world falls to ruin.' 'Rat' sees a frustrated
writer strike a Faustian bargain to complete his novel, and in the title story, private
investigator Holly Gibney ... faces off against a ghoulish television newscaster who
vampirically feeds off the anguish he provokes in his audience by covering horrific
tragedies"--Publishers Weekly (03/09/2020)
Now a major motion picture! Stephen King’s #1 New York Times bestseller is a “wild,
powerful, disturbing” (The Washington Post Book World) classic about evil that exists
far beyond the grave—among King’s most iconic and frightening novels. When Dr.
Louis Creed takes a new job and moves his family to the idyllic rural town of Ludlow,
Maine, this new beginning seems too good to be true. Despite Ludlow’s tranquility, an
undercurrent of danger exists here. Those trucks on the road outside the Creed’s
beautiful old home travel by just a little too quickly, for one thing…as is evidenced by the
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makeshift graveyard in the nearby woods where generations of children have buried
their beloved pets. Then there are the warnings to Louis both real and from the depths
of his nightmares that he should not venture beyond the borders of this little graveyard
where another burial ground lures with seductive promises and ungodly temptations. A
blood-chilling truth is hidden there—one more terrifying than death itself, and hideously
more powerful. As Louis is about to discover for himself sometimes, dead is better…
The #1 national bestseller about a woman who escapes an abusive marriage is “one of
Stephen King’s most engrossing horror novels. Relentlessly paced and brilliantly
orchestrated...fueled by an air of danger immediate and overwhelming” (Publishers
Weekly). "What woke her up was a single drop of blood, no larger than a dime." After
surviving fourteen years of hell in a violently abusive marriage, Rosie Daniels finally
summons the courage to flee for her life. But leaving her husband, Norman, for a new
city and a new start is a very daunting prospect. It's hard for Rosie not to keep looking
over her shoulder, and with good reason—Norman's a police officer with the instincts of
a predator, a force of relentless terror and savagery…a man almost mythic in his
monstrosity. He's very good at finding people, even if he is losing his mind. Rosie’s
only hope for salvation may lie in a far more dangerous place, where she must become
her own myth and the woman she never knew she could be.... "Riveting, engrossing . .
. packed with suspense." —People "Relentlessly paced and brilliantly orchestrated, this
cat-and-mouse game of a novel is one of King's most engrossing and topical horror
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stories." —Publishers Weekly (starred review) "Breathlessly paced suspense and terror .
. . horrific thrills. . . .it's King's best!" —Miami Herald
In the middle of the night, in a house on a quiet street in suburban Minneapolis,
intruders silently murder Luke Ellis' parents and load him into a black SUV. The
operation takes less than two minutes. Luke will wake up at The Institute, in a room that
looks just like his own, except there's no window. And outside his door are other doors,
behind which are other kids with special talents--telekinesis and telepathy--who got to
this place the same way Luke did: Kalisha, Nick, George, Iris, and 10-year-old Avery
Dixon. They are all in Front Half. Others, Luke learns, graduated to Back Half, "like the
roach motel," Kalisha says. "You check in, but you don't check out." In this most sinister
of institutions, the director, Mrs. Sigsby, and her staff are ruthlessly dedicated to
extracting from these children the force of their extranormal gifts. There are no scruples
here. If you go along, you get tokens for the vending machines. If you don't, punishment
is brutal. As each new victim disappears to Back Half, Luke becomes more and more
desperate to get out and get help. But no one has ever escaped from The Institute.
Previously published: New York: Scribner, 2015.
"The new minister came to Harlow, Maine, when Jamie Morton was a boy doing a
battle with his toy army men on the front lawn. The young Reverend Charles Jacobs
and his beautiful wife brought new life to the local church and captivated their
congregation. But with Jamie, he shares a secret obsession - a draw so powerful, it
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would have profound consequences five decades after the shattering tragedy that
turned the preacher against God, and long after his final, scathing sermon. Now Jamie,
a nomadic rock guitarist hooked on heroin, meets Charles Jacobs again. And when
their bond becomes a pact beyond even the Devil's devising, Jamie discovers that
revival has many meanings"--Back cover.
When a little boy's pet dies, and he persuades his parents to bury it in an old Indian
cemetery, reputed by legend to house restless spirits, a nightmare of death and
destruction begins
????????????????? ???????????????? ????????? ????????????
?FORTUNE?????????? ?????????? ??????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????? ??? ?????????????????????
????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????? ???? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????? ?????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????? ???? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????? ??????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????
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???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
Set in the fictional town of Castle Rock, Maine From #1 New York Times bestselling
author Stephen King, a powerful tale of grief, of love's enduring bonds, and the
haunting secrets of the past. Set in the Maine territory King has made mythic, Bag of
Bones recounts the plight of forty-year-old bestselling novelist Mike Noonan, who is
unable to stop grieving following the sudden death of his wife Jo, and who can no
longer bear to face the blank screen of his computer. Now his nights are plagued by
vivid nightmares, all set at the Maine summerhouse he calls Sara Laughs. Despite
these dreams, or perhaps because of them, Mike returns to the lakeside getaway.
There he finds his beloved Yankee town held in the grip of a powerful millionaire, Max
Devore, who will do anything to take his three-year-old granddaughter away from her
widowed young mother. As Mike is drawn into their struggle, as he falls in love with
both mother and child, he is also drawn into the mystery of Sara Laughs, now the site of
ghostly visitations, ever-escalating nightmares, and the sudden recovery of his writing
ability. What are the forces that have been unleashed here—and what do they want of
Mike Noonan? First published in 1998, Bag of Bones was an instant #1 New York
Times bestseller. It was lauded at its publication as “hands down, Stephen King’s most
narratively subversive fiction” (Entertainment Weekly) and his “most ambitious novel”
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(The Atlanta Journal-Constitution).
A Radio 4 dramatization of a Stephen King horror novel. Dr Louis Creed and his wife
chose rural Maine to settle their family and bring up their children. It was a better place
than smog-covered Chicago - or so they thought before they became acquainted with
the old pet cemetery.
Enter once more the world of Roland Deschain—and the world of the Dark
Tower…presented in a stunning graphic novel form that will unlock the doorways to
terrifying secrets and bold storytelling as part of the dark fantasy masterwork and
magnum opus from #1 New York Times bestselling author Stephen King. “The man in
black fled across the desert, and the gunslinger followed.” With these unforgettable
words, millions of readers were introduced to Stephen King’s iconic character Roland
Deschain of Gilead. Roland is the last of his kind, a “gunslinger” charged with
protecting whatever goodness and light remains in his world—a world that “moved on,”
as they say. In this desolate reality—a dangerous land filled with ancient technology and
deadly magic, and yet one that mirrors our own in frightening ways—Roland is on a
spellbinding and soul-shattering quest to locate and somehow save the mystical nexus
of all worlds, all universes: the Dark Tower. Now, in the first in the graphic novel series
adaptation Stephen King’s The Dark Tower: The Drawing of the Three, originally
published by Marvel Comics in single-issue form and creatively overseen by Stephen
King himself, the full story of Roland’s saga continues. Sumptuously drawn by Piotr
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Kowalski, Jonathan Marks, Juanan Ramirez, and Cory Hamscher, plotted by longtime
Stephen King expert Robin Furth, and scripted by New York Times bestselling author
Peter David, The Drawing of the Three adaptation is an extraordinary and terrifying
journey—ultimately introducing a generation of new readers to Stephen King’s modern
literary classic The Dark Tower, while giving longtime fans thrilling adventures
transformed from his blockbuster novels.
A unique look at Native American ghosts and US literature.
????????????????... ??H.G. Wells??????The Island of Doctor Moreau???????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????Glee?Gossip Girls?????????
??????????????? ?2013??????? ???????? ?2012????????? ???????? ??????????
???????????????????????? ???????????????? ????????? ????????????????……
???????????????????????????? ?? —— ?????????????????????????????? ?? ——
???????????????????????????? ?? —— ???????????????????????
??????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????? ??????????——??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……????
???????????????????????????????
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One of the Ten Best Books of The New York Times Book Review Winner of the Los
Angeles Times Book Prize Soon to be a miniseries from Hulu starring James Franco
This enhanced ebook edition contains a 13-minute film, written and narrated by
Stephen King and enhanced with historic footage from CBS News, that will take you
back—as King’s novel does—to Kennedy era America. On November 22, 1963, three
shots rang out in Dallas, President Kennedy died, and the world changed. What if you
could change it back? Stephen King’s heart-stoppingly dramatic new novel is about a
man who travels back in time to prevent the JFK assassination—a thousand page tour
de force. Following his massively successful novel Under the Dome, King sweeps
readers back in time to another moment—a real life moment—when everything went
wrong: the JFK assassination. And he introduces readers to a character who has the
power to change the course of history. Jake Epping is a thirty-five-year-old high school
English teacher in Lisbon Falls, Maine, who makes extra money teaching adults in the
GED program. He receives an essay from one of the students—a gruesome, harrowing
first person story about the night 50 years ago when Harry Dunning’s father came
home and killed his mother, his sister, and his brother with a hammer. Harry escaped
with a smashed leg, as evidenced by his crooked walk. Not much later, Jake’s friend
Al, who runs the local diner, divulges a secret: his storeroom is a portal to 1958. He
enlists Jake on an insane—and insanely possible—mission to try to prevent the Kennedy
assassination. So begins Jake’s new life as George Amberson and his new world of
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Elvis and JFK, of big American cars and sock hops, of a troubled loner named Lee
Harvey Oswald and a beautiful high school librarian named Sadie Dunhill, who
becomes the love of Jake’s life – a life that transgresses all the normal rules of time. A
tribute to a simpler era and a devastating exercise in escalating suspense, 11/22/63 is
Stephen King at his epic best.

????:???????????????,????????????,?????????????????????.?????????????,?????,????????
??????.?????????,??????????,????.
?????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????…… ??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??? ???? ?????????????????????????????????????…… ???????????????????????????? ????
?????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????……?????????????????????????????????? J. J. ???? ???????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????1974????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????Publishers Weekly ????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????197
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?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??12?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????? Booklist ????????……????????????????????????USA Today ??????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????W
ashington Post
Now available for the first time in a mass-market premium paperback edition—master storyteller
Stephen King presents the classic #1 New York Times bestseller about a housekeeper with a
long-hidden secret from her past...one that tests her own will to survive. "Everything I did, I did
for love..." When Vera Donovan, one of the wealthiest and most ill-natured residents of Maine's
Little Tall Island, dies suddenly in her home, suspicion is immediately cast on her housekeeper
and caretaker, Dolores Claiborne. Dolores herself is no stranger to such mistrust, thanks to the
local chatter and mysterious circumstances surrounding her abusive husband's death twentynine years earlier. But if this is truly to be the day of Dolores Claiborne's reckoning, she has a
few things of her own that she'd like to get off her chest...and begins to confess a spirited,
intimate, and harrowing tale of the darkest secrest hidden within her hardscrabble existence,
revealing above all one woman's unwavering determination to weather the storm of her life with
grace and protect the one she loves, no matter what the cost....
"With an Introduction by the author, 'The Importance of Being Bachman'."
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